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Abstract

During pregnancy period the inconsistent fetal move-
ment complications or decreasing causes fetal death and
stillbirth. Development of knowledge management system
model for decreased fetal movement facilitates the diagnosis
of the pregnancy complication from large medical dataset.
Prevention of decreasing fetal movement during gestation
at trimester period is the main task of the study in medical
diagnosis system.The more suitable data mining algorithm
such as Wrapper based Genetic Algorithm, Artificial neu-
ral Network and Support vector machine had been used
for building the model. The study addressedthat improv-
ing pregnant women care quality due to decreasing fetal
movement (DFM) using stacking method. Combining per-
formance of both algorithm maintain the best solution that
scored 99.2% accuracy.
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1 Introduction

Pregnancy is an epoch during which descendants in womb properly
develop inside a woman [1]. Fetal health is the symptom of appro-
priate growth of the fetus in the gravid woman’s uterus during the
gestation period. During pregnancy fetal unwell, illness, placental
problems and decreasing fetal movement are the sign of potential
problem.Fetal movement is the indication of the woman contact
with her baby and fetus wellbeing during gestation period. Lack of
blood and oxygen supply during pregnancy causes fetal distress can
be the symptoms of decreasing fetal movement. The study has been
reported that trimesters period of pregnancy is exposure to the risks
arise from drugs causes preterm birth [2]. Pregnancy complications
increase the risk of maternal and infant death, and are associated
with unfortunate birth outcomes .Inconvenient maternal parame-
ters and inconsistent fetal movement may causes fetal death [[3].
The electronic information of FHR and UC has been collected from
ultrasound and maternal pressure transducer that monitor the fetal
health condition [6]. Around the world 10% of pregnant women suf-
fer from high blood pressure that leads to stress, impairment, and
death of as the World Health Organization (WHO) studies report
[7]. This affects the babies in uterus to get insufficient blood cir-
culation, which reduces proper fetus movement. Data mining and
machine learning algorithms were used for maximizing performance
of choosing classifier that builds an accurate learning model for pre-
dicting the risk based on CTG dataset [8]. Healthcare sector stores
large amount of information about patients and their medical con-
ditions [11].The babys Fetal Heart Rate and UC are collected using
CTG techniques that stored previous abnormalities identification
and provides the obstetrician to predict future risks [17]. Problem
of Fetal wellness during late pregnancy probably association of weak
fetal movements with a range of adverse pregnancy outcomes such
as fetal growth restriction, and fetal death. The aim of the study is
that identifying the more significant fetal movement feature from
the available medical dataset to provide accurate diagnosis decision
of the decreasing fetal movement.

Related work
In this study several Machine Learning data mining algorithms

have been studied for the solution of decreasing fetal movement
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during pregnancy period. Decreasing in fetal movement has been
reported as the sign of fetal wellness in abdominal ECG measure-
ment tracking system studies [1]. In most pregnant women incon-
sistent and disordered movement of fetus leads both life to death at
trimester period. Similarly, the use of some sort of medication dur-
ing pregnancy exposes to vary accident in most pregnant women [2].
However, another author argued that the importance of hybrid data
mining algorithm to a build model for pregnant women, health risk
prevention, which caused by parameter inconsistency changes dur-
ing pregnancy [3].The proper dataset consisting of relevant number
of parameters and applying the hybrid approach my help for bet-
ter prediction of fetal growth during pregnancy. Similarly, in other
studies eight algorithm accurate prediction response of all was ex-
amined by using 10-fold cross validation [4]. ANN is applied with
high accuracy for very large and complex data set. The theoreti-
cal concepts of fetal movement through summative context analysis
method have been declared to solve inconsistent decreasing of fetal
movement [5]. The Oral conversation between obstetricians and
patient about the gestational state of the women cannot properly
exert the factors that cause complications during the pregnancy.
However, a new method has been explored to improve genetic algo-
rithm feature selection for clinical features from the CTG dataset to
diagnosis the fetal well-being [6]. Also, the popular acknowledged
classifier, SVM has been proposed to solve the nonlinear and binary
or multiclass classification problem. In similar way new algorithm
has been reported to improve the performance of the Doppler uter-
ine artery experiment in high-risk of blood supplying to the fetus
during pregnancy [7]. Uterine contraction complication that was
fired fromGestational Diabetes Mellitus disease only cause death of
maternal and infant during gestation period [2][8]. In the studies
[9] ANN method has been preferred for prediction of hypertension
disease. High computation cost and long learning rate of ANN en-
force extending the model to deep learning networks. In order to
improve fetal risk prediction response hybrid approaches of SVM
with the other attributes reduction method has been discussed [10].
SVM has been one of the most over-optimistic classifier methods
and the genetic algorithm (GA) was demonstrated to reduce the
number of features that maximize the classifier performance [11].
Also In the study [12]. Support Vector Machine and Genetic Algo-
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rithm has been used to find an optimized and reduced feature set in
order to improve the performance of the Multi classification system
on fetal movement CTG dataset taken from UCI Machine Learn-
ing Repository. SVM is a latest classification method that classifies
any data into binary or multi classes by searching the best hyper
plane that classify the data under proper category [13]. The stud-
ies [16] has been suggested that different data mining techniques to
carry out accurate achievement that comfort pregnancy outcomes
by predicting degree of risk. GA was preferred for giving a better
feature subset whereas a linear SVM was chosen as the classifiers to
investigate the relationship between features and adverse outcome
[18]. Predicting the risk mitigation based on the model and for
particular patient trend was the limitation of the paper. Moreover,
GA and ANN has been examined for high power of optimal feature
selection and global model respectively [19].If in pregnant women
her body does not properly process food for use and distribute for
the fetus as energy that fully affect uterine contraction [20]. In
paper [21],a novel work on clinical dataset has been proposed that
select relevant features in classification of ovarian cancer by apply-
ing genetic algorithm. The study provides further research to find
optimal breast cancer predictive model that reduce the death of
mass women in the world [22]. Hypertension is one of the causes
of DFM [23].Obstetricians has a high responsibility about advising
and awering basic information of fetal movement to the pregnant
women [24]. Ensemble techniques that may help to provide bet-
ter outcomes for fetal movement classification has been suggested
in another paper [25]. Fetal movement has long been of interest
to the medical and scientific communities as a possible measure of
fetal health and of neurobehavioral development [26].In [27] paper
investigation applicability of ensemble method and hybrid machine
learning methods has been proposed to predict the terrorist groups
attacks in Middle East & North Africa. The External impacts of
maternal factors in fetal body movement and breathing system were
reported in [28]. Wrapper based feature selection with cross valida-
tion and correlation based attribute selection has been proposed in
[29]. Fetal movement assessment is widely used as a method of rou-
tine surveillance of the well- being of unborn babies that reduces the
risk of stillbirth, fetal growth restriction, fetal distress and perinatal
mortality [30]. A reduction of fetal movements causes concern and
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anxiety, both for the mother and obstetrician that is difficult to in-
terpret because it is a subjective complaint by the mother [31].CTG
is a simultaneous recording of FHR and UC that is the most com-
mon diagnostic techniques to evaluate maternal and fetal well-being
during pregnancy and before delivery scored 97.9 accuracy using 21
attributes of CTG [32]. The ensemble methodology is to build a
predictive model by integrating multiple models which can be used
for improving prediction performance has been proposed [33]. The
main goal of this study was employing a new hybrid technique for
developing an accurate classifier model to predict fetal health dur-
ing pregnancy period.

Knowledge Management System (KMS)
The study Aim is to build Knowledge Management System

model which is capable of predicting decreased fetal movement
problem. This work is unique that specifically deal with decreased
fetus movement problem diagnosis using stacking method. Out-
come of the designed KMS are:

Developing a classifier model that can predict the fetal move-
ment

Predict accurately result of the classifier model
Fetal Movement Facts and its Classification concepts
Biomechanical aspects of fetal movements describe that fetus

can move in flexible constrained physical environment where volun-
teer movement high limited as fetal size increase and amniotic fluid
decrease [3]. To assure ultrasound and fetal CTG the knowledge
management system model designed to enable continuous monitor-
ing and detect risks of decreasing fetal movements during pregnancy

Knowledge Management system Model architecture

Figure 1: KMS for Fetal movement Architecture

Methodology and Tools
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Dataset design
Ultrasound method is the earliest analysis of a pregnant woman

with DFM to identify normal CTG or if any suspected risk factors.
The assessing of abdominal circumference on ultrasound to detect
the growth restricted fetus whereas Doppler measurements should
be used as a screening tool. CTG dataset consists of 4252 instances
with 22 original attributes which are multivariate data types [3].

Fetal Movement Data preparation
Reducing actual size of the CTG Dataset and choosing relevant

fetal movement attributes or remove the irrelevant are the initial
tasks in CTG data pre-processing. The Dataset contains 34 at-
tributes originally which are collected from the pregnant women.At
first the feature reduced out of 34 to 22 attributes .On the second
steps the 22 attributes reduced to 13 attributes for the final pre-
dictive classification of the fetal movement.The Optimal feature set
selection realizes that the capability of generalization better than
the original feature set.

Table 1: Fetal Movement CTG instances attributes

Data Mining Techniques
Data mining and machine learning algorithms were used for

maximizing performance of choosing classifier that builds an accu-
rate learning model for predicting the risk based on CTG dataset
[7]. Data mining algorithms have potential usually to perform de-
creased fetal movement classification and visualization tasks that
facilitate decision-making.

Classification algorithm approaches
In this study a suitable classification algorithm SVM, ANN and

stacking ensemble method was assigned to develop a predictive
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model for decreased fetal movement from the pre-classified dataset.
MajorTasks in decreased fetal movement predictive classification:-

1. Building KMS model by using attributes trained by SVM
and ANN.

2. Prediction of the model performance from unknown class
label.

Fetal movement Feature Selection
The goal of fetal movement attribute selection is to select a

subset of fetal attributes without significantly affecting the overall
quality of the model. Wrapper method is capable of selecting best
fitting attributes which depends on Genetic Algorithm rule.

Figure 2: GA Feature Selection Operation flow

Fitness function design
To evaluate quality of the fetal movement attributes that fulfil

the selection criteria from the original CTG dataset. The attributes
that minimizes objective function depends on the fitness values of
the two individual parent which exchange genes to generate new
attributes and children selected by the chosen algorithm [9].

F = V CA ∗ A ∗N 1∑Ai (1)

Where i=1, F- Fitness, A - accuracy, VCA -assigned weight
value for classification accuracy, N - number of the attributes, Ai
- summation of values of each attributes (i=1, N).The fitness of
KMS Model to the fetal movement data that we used to estimate
model parameters based on the new decreased fetal movement data
during trimester.

Algorithm and Techniques
Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
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ANN model uses back propagation learning methods for training
the model to predict complex nonlinear medical data efficiently
[7]. To minimize the error between the network’s class prediction
and the actual class label of original data set a set of weights are
required.

V j(n) =

p∑

i=1

(Wji ∗ xi + T ) (2)

Activation function:

Y j(n) =
1

1 + exp(−V j)(n)
(3)

Support Vector Machine
SVM was used to construct hyper planes in a multidimensional

space that separates cases of different class labels. Nonlinear ker-
nel functions help in order to integrate data into a suitable form
that tends to split the data [17]. To achieve optimal result RBF
kernel used indecreasing fetal movement classification because of
generalization and low computational cost.

To Isolating hyperplane fetal movement training data must sat-
isfying the following condition,

WTX + b = 0(4) (4)

W TX i + b >= 1foralli (5)

The goal is to get hyperplane (W, b) with maximal separation
between closest data points which fulfil the above criteria.

Stacking Ensemble Method
Stacking is a technique whose purpose is to achieve the high-

est generalization accuracy in predicting decreasing fetal movement
classification. Stacking is a heuristic method that simultaneous
mixing of n classifiers where all executed simultaneously.The main
factors that differentiate stacking method are combining method
and Ensemble size [34]:

1. Input fetal movement training data
2. Combine using ensemble classifier to train at base level(SVM)
3. Construct new fetal dataset prediction
4. Learn fetal data again at meta level classifier (ANN)
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5. Predict the outcome

2 Experiment and discussion

The practical Diagnosis of decreasing fetal movement (DFM) had
been classified by SVM and ANN with Wrapper method feature
selection using ensemble method called stacking. In this study re-
ducing the number of attributes by feature selection and increasing
number instances provides great changes in performance accuracy
compared to most early studies. Statistics for KMS

Root Mean Squared Error: measure of the differences be-
tween value (Sample and population values) predicted by a model
and the values actually observed.

RMSE =

√√√√
n∑

i=1

(xi− xi)2 (6)

Cross Validation (CV)
In the decreasing fetal movement diagnosis specific part of train-

ing and testing set not considered by this method [3]. In 10-fold the
dataset is divided into 10 teams of uniform length, whereas 9 teams
used for building the model and 1 reserved for validation [13][15].

Accuracy
Accuracy rate is the percentage of test set samples that are cor-

rectly classified by the model. If the attributes fit, the required goal
for the diagnosis to classify the Unknown decreased fetal movement
data accurately. The Test set must be independent of training set
to avoid over fitting.

accuracy = 100 ∗ Tpositive + Tnegative

Tpositive + Tnegative + Fpositive + Fnegative
(7)

Confusion matrix (CM)
Performance of KMS model classification evaluated using the

fetal movement data in the matrix. Precision: fetal movement clas-
sifier exactness or quality

precision =
Tpositive

Tpositive + Fpositive
(8)
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Recall: fetal movement classifier completeness.

Recall =
Tpositive

Tpositive + Fnegative
(9)

Specificity: It shows the ration of negative test result

Specificity = 100 ∗ Tnegative

Tnegative + Fpositive
(10)

Sensitivity: It indicates the rate of Positive test result

Sensitivity = 100 ∗ Tpositive

Fnegative + Tpositive
(11)

True positive rate:correctly identified fetal movement class False
positive rate:incorrectly identified fetal movement class

Experiment and Discussion Methods
In conducting the experiment two models are efficient in the

diagnosis of decreased fetal movement using the percentage split of
80:20 of the CTG data set.

Table 2: building KMS model

SVM model achieved high performance on Cross Validation
whereas ANN Model scored better performance on training set.
The capability nature of analysing complex data leads ANN model
to provide highest performance without data Normalization.

Figure 3: Details of Fetal Movement classification accuracy
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Table 3: Classification of DFM Instance

This table describe general algorithm performance in the clas-
sification.

3 Conclusion and Further work

In thisstudy knowing mandatory required fetal movement data,
identify type of fetal movement knowledge to be discovered and
facts about the knowledge are the main tasks. Accuracy of the
Knowledge Movement System for Fetal Movement model are pre-
dicted by comparing unknown decreased fetal movement label of
test sample with the classified result from the KMS model. The
hybrid of SVM and ANN through stacking method scored 99.2 accu-
racy. In further studies creating up-to-date fetal movement dataset
and developing mobile data mining will be the future works of the
researcher for monitoring fetal movement to facilitate Obstetrician
activity.
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